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NEW WAR FRONTS — By A. A. Hellar
BIGOT BRIGADES — By Emmott Gowan

HITLERISM OVER THE WABASH
TERRE HAUTE WORKERS FIGHT FASCISM — By RUTH CRAWFORD
Hitlerism Over the Wabash by Ruth Crawford

BIGOT BRIGADES by Jimmie Gwown

Is Opposition to Hitler Growing? By Jimmie Gwown

YOUNG CANADA MARCHES by Lon Lawson
National "Solidarity" and Civil "Peace" in Nazi Germany

By James Leinier

In Nazi Germany, the vast powers of the state were cemented through the use of a powerful propaganda machine. This machine, run by the Gestapo and SS, worked tirelessly to maintain a facade of "Solidarity" and "Peace." The German people were depicted as united and peaceful, despite the reality of widespread political repression and violence.

Yet the facade of "Solidarity" and "Peace" was maintained through a combination of terror and propaganda. The Gestapo and SS were responsible for a number of brutal crackdowns on opposition groups, including the resistance movement. These crackdowns were accompanied by a constant flow of propaganda, designed to maintain the illusion of a united and peaceful nation.

Despite the efforts of the propaganda machine, the German people began to realize the true nature of the regime. As the war dragged on, the German people faced increasing hardship, and the promise of "Solidarity" and "Peace" was increasingly exposed as a lie. The consequences of the regime's efforts to maintain a facade of solidarity and peace became all too clear.

In the end, the German people were forced to confront the true nature of the regime. The regime's efforts to maintain a facade of "Solidarity" and "Peace" were ultimately unsuccessful, and the German people were left to face the consequences of their actions.
Repression in the Cradle of American Liberty

By Jim Allen
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NEW WAR FRONTS

By A. A. Miller
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ATTENTION!

AN APPEAL TO READERS, MEMBERS, FRIENDS

Our organization is operating nearly. League branches are all acting together and we are in control of the country. The Democrats are in the minority in both houses of the government.

We need your help and your support.

1. The new trend in Europe
2. The new trend in America
3. The new trend in the West
4. The new trend in the East

We need your help and your support.

Readers - Members - Friends

The organization is making steady progress. We need your help and your support.

We need your help and your support.
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American League Against War and Fascism

4 EDITORS PRAISE

The Nation

At This Low Introductory Price
You Need It More Than They

34 Weeks for $2!

Almost every first-rate newspaper editor reads The Nation regularly because it prints significant news most daily papers dare not and interprets world affairs fearlessly, authoritatively.

If you have overlooked The Nation recently, let these editors tell you what you're missing—now—and then, don't miss it any longer! There's really no need to when you can get 34 issues for $2—less than 6¢ a copy as contrasted to the regular price of $5 a year or 15¢ a copy on renewals.

Rochester, N.Y., Times Union

Holding an independent position, without specific allegiance to political parties, The Nation has exercised an influence far beyond what might seem indicated by its circulation.

Many persons who find themselves in frequent disagreement with its views, and often irritated by its criticisms of party politics will move the less admitted that it performs a most valuable service in attacking shams and upholding liberal principles. This magazine of criticism and protest has made a distinct place for itself.

Washington D.C., Post

As part of the left-hand lens in the microscope through which the passing scene is made intelligible, The Nation serves as a most valuable aid to progessive perspective.

Richmond, Va., Times Dispatch

We doubt if any other publication in the country with only 53,000 circulation exercises an wider an influence as The Nation. Almost every newspaper editor in the country reads it regularly, and so do many teachers, public officials and others in position to sway public opinion.

The Nation always manages to be stimulating. Edited with unusual ability, it contains much material which one is not apt to see anywhere else.

Des Moines, lowa, Tribune

The Nation has come to be a recognized leader in the field of liberal journalism. It has earned respect as an honest and forthright fighter for the "down-trodden," a defender of forlorn causes.

In 34 issues you will read 172 courageous articles, 371 stimulating editorial paragraphs, 136 full-length editorials on vital issues of the week, 204 authoritative reviews of the new books, ideas and plays.

You need send no money for 30 days—but for a better understanding of tomorrow—Order today!

THE NATION
20 Vesey Street, New York City

Please send me the 34 weeks of THE NATION for only 25¢ if I enclose my check, or 30¢ if I will pay in 30 Easy Payments.

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________

Reduction rates on quantity orders

ORDER FROM
American League Against War and Fascism
112 East 19th Street
New York City

NEW STARLIGHT RESTAURANT
55 IRVING PLACE, N.Y.C.

Excellent Food! Reasonable Prices!

For Complete, Accurate News of the
AMERICAN YOUTH CONGRESS
read
The YOUNG WORKER

Rapidly growing in circulation: broadening in scope; featuring well-known writers, The Young Worker is becoming the most popular youth paper in America.

Short Stories Sport Pages
Live, Accurate News
Feature Pages Pictures
In all, it's a paper you can't afford to be without.

6 months... $ .60
1 year... $ 1.00

P. O. Box 28, Station D
N. Y. C.

10 Labor Day Book Specials

1. Coming Struggle for Power
   Bracken (25¢) now $ 1.00

2. What So Proudly We Hailed
   Gauvreau ($3.00) now $1.00

3. History of the American Working
   Class (40c) now 15c

4. Communism in the United States
   Earl Browder, 10c

5. Reddening the Rose
   Pethybridge ($2.00) now $1.00

6. Where the Ghetto Ends
   Dermen ($2.00) now 95c

7. The Menace of Fascism
  艄 (60c) now 45c

8. Fascism and Social Revolution
   R. P. Dutt ($1.75) now 65c

9. The Soviets in World Affairs
   Fisher (2 vols.) ($1.00) now 50c

10. Voices of October
    Kunitz, Lozowick, Freeman ($4.00)

AND HUNDREDS OF OTHER BOOK SPECIALS

at the

WORKERS BOOK SHOPS
50 East 13th St., New York City

369 Nutter Ave., Brooklyn

559 Prospect Ave., Bronx

25 Chauncey St., Brooklyn

430 16th Ave., Brooklyn

Write for
Free Catalogue—3c, by mail 3c
Join our Circulating Libraries
15¢ a week or 3¢ a day on any book